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Introduction 
This proposal is not written by a pharma professional, but by a mathematician and systems analyst 

as a ‘data scientist’. The article is inspired by the invention of prototype software that the Solver 

offers for analysis and visualisation, to address especially the challenges for big business data and 

very big science data.  

As a general paradigm shift in progress, ‘data science’ allows for a new evaluation of data by re-

analysing, aggregating and integrating existing data. New business insights can be derived from the 

visualisation of ‘smart number crunching’. Scientific advances can be made from the new 

possibilities offered by the analysis of data-, evidence- and measurement-based science.  

The Solver’s software tools are the basis for new instruments of investigation, evaluation and 

comparison to study ‘data science’. Benefits to the big pharma Seeker are provided in the following 

contexts:  

 Business data can be ‘profiled’ for high level executive analysis; 

o new ‘data profiles’ would offer new numeric overviews, adding value to ‘executive 

summaries’; 

 Scientific data can be viewed across disciplines: 

o by visualising multi-dimensional data of any complexity to understand the 

significance and relevance of individual parameters;  

 Biological and medical processes can be better understood by re-visualising individual 

images with more depth and detail. This forms the basis for  

o ‘smart knowledge portals’ that combine the expertise of image analysts with the 

smartness of software analysis; 
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o as a result, the quality of states, conditions and phenomena can be newly evaluated; 

o high throughput analysis of patients’ images can be carried out - whether brain 

scans, mammographs or any other imaging technology – for assessments of 

therapeutic progress and health outcomes  

o automating the quality control of drug production.  

In terms of technique or uniqueness of algorithm, the invention uses ‘numerical metadata’ for 

classifying time series and images, automating and optimising processes and visualising information 

in historic and real time as well as projecting future trends.  

In terms of underlying conceptual thinking, the human capacity for assessing patterns visually is 

complemented by the computer’s capacity of providing ‘pixel accuracy’ for measuring on screen – 

developed from screen-based, rather than paper-based mathematical spaces and transformations.  

   

1. Forecasting any Time Series 2. Layering Complex Data 3. Re-visualizing Digital Images 

The blue dots are forecasts from 

the input data without knowing 

what kind of function it represents. 

Input can be any time series of 

multiple or complex applications, 

with flexibility over chosen time 

interval. The method produces n-1 

forecasts from n input points. 

This screenshot shows 40 

dimensions or vertical layers. 

The data points are straight lines 

illustrating ‘visual 3D’.  

More on Qualifying 3D.  

This allows a perspective that is 

specific for each data set and 

brings with it a whole host of 

numerical analysis parameters. 

 

Supernova Cassiopeia. 

This re-visualization 

of the image on the 

left shows more 

depth and more 

detail – a first step for 

expert users, before 

automating high 

throughput. 

 

‘Data Science’1 to Extract Meaning from Data and Create Data Products 
 

 Quoting from Wikipedia: “Data science technologies impact how we 

access data and conduct research across various domains, including 

the biological sciences, medical informatics, social sciences and the 

humanities.” 

                                                           
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science 

http://3d-metrics.com/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=5503
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science
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The Format is the Information 
The Solver’s prototype processes the following types of data: 

 Time series    of measurements from any application, at any time scale;  

in terms of big pharma, this would apply both to financial and business data as well as  

o Drug development tests  

o Clinical trials and live patient records. 

 Multi-dimensional data,  with any number of dimensions, parameters or variables,  

independent of scale and application 

o Comparing, overlaying and ordering different time series – whether clinical or 

financial –reveals priorities and the significance of contributing parameters; 

o Averages and extremes can be found over many files so that new standards can be 

developed; 

 Images,    produced by any imaging technology: 

o the numerical analysis of digital images allows for comparing regions of interest, 

images as a whole as well as series of images; 

o this means the recognition of patterns and objects can be averaged and 

standardised so that extremes can be picked whether they relate to x-rays of 

patients or images of drug production; 

o picking hairline fractures from millions of x-rays becomes as possible as counting 

cancer cells.  

This generic set of tools thus offers a wide range of new applications and exploitations, at any stage 

of the value chain. However, first it seems to be necessary to acknowledge what this slide show 

illustrates: it’s not the size, but what you do with it: tiny data and business value in a ‘perverse’ 

market,2 a slideshow published by Joshua Rosenthal3 PhD of the Children’s Hospital in Los Angeles. 

The Medium is the Message 
Marshall McLuhan4 is famous for his study of media theory and coining the expressions “the medium 

is the message" and “the global village”, before the world wide web was born. Humanity has moved 

from using paper to screens as the information medium. Moving images and flashing information 

has thus become more prevalent and emphasis is on superficial design and visual effects rather than 

scientific understanding and depth.  

The Solver’s innovation offers screenshots that unify time, space and ‘data clouds’ on screen:  

 4-dimensional and n-dimensional spacetime is being mapped onto ‘visual 3D’ 

 metric value is added because  

o ‘number’ is used such that data files can be numerically compared, sorted, 

weighted, ranked and selected; 

o images can be visually investigated and compared by domain experts; 

                                                           
2
 http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what-you-do-with-it 

3
 http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what’-you-do-with-it 

4
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan 

http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what-you-do-with-it
http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what-you-do-with-it
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan
http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what-you-do-with-it
http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what'-you-do-with-it
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan
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o images can also be evaluated numerically  

 where quantifications offer new qualitative measurements, boundaries for 

reference values and, eventually, standards for complex phenomena such as 

toxicity; 

 in automated high throughput analysis for quality control.  

It is well known that ‘industry standards’ are set by industry leaders. The realisation of this 

combination of software and data potential can thus turn the Seeker into an industry leader or 

guarantee its leading position.  

Indicators for Science and Trends for Business 
Even without the Solver’s invention, a careful analysis of the power of data for big pharma needs to 

answer the following questions:  

 Which scientific data is the foundation for advancing evidence-based science? 

o Is the agreed measure of success the quality of the patients’ lives or is it the ROI for 

shareholders? 

o Quality of Life data comprises indicators derived from drug development, clinical 

trial and actual patient data. How can all be made equally accessible? Who will 

analyse them with which tools for which audience and with which outcomes? 

 Which financial data provides the metrics for ensuring the company’s sustainability? 

o Are growth and profit the only desirable measurable outcomes? How about 

assessments of the underlying sustainability for expenditure? 

 Which indicators and metrics are used to measure the success of the company?  

o With the Solver’s invention, the Seeker can compare data originating from both 

scientific research and business analysis not only visually but also numerically.  

o New monitoring tools can be put into place for short-, medium- and long-term 

trends; that means 

 strategic business decisions can be made regarding priorities and 

optimisation in terms of financial transactions;  

 strategic research decisions can be made to optimise the efficiency and 

quality control for the science of drug development and discovery.  

 

Numerical MetaData for Meta Perspectives and High Level Monitoring  
In Hollywood, high level concepts are more important than film scripts. Similarly, what’s next after 

‘big data’ is not about yet another film. It’s about a new scientific paradigm as a new film genre.  
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The new scientific paradigm offered by the Solver is about new software tools that add the ‘data 

revolution’ to the historic (r)evolutions of hardware and software. The tools offer: 

 Meta perspectives for time series - with new algorithms for forecasting; 

o overlaying short-, medium- and long-term trends for costs and expenditures, clinical 

measurements and lab observations or whatever ‘predictive analytics’ may be desirable. 

 High level monitoring - via the multi-dimensional visualisation of time series 

o Multi-disciplinary data can be viewed and analysed with the same tool in the same time 

frame.  

o Digital images are analysed through ‘software lenses’ with user parameters and ‘pixel 

accuracy’ to investigate therapeutic progress, changes in cells and health developments. 

Comparing numerical metadata from measurements from sensors as well as financial data allows 

for: 

 profiling data on a new level of integrating and aggregating large sets of files; 

 classifying data for the purpose of ranking, sorting and selecting complete files; 

 averaging data for the purpose of evaluating extreme and mean values as ‘data measures’.  

Numerical metadata derived from digital images and videos as well as time series means: 

 interpreting microscopic processes with computer speed at nanoscale and below, while 

embedding the domain expertise of the image analyst, such as ‘stem cells’  

 determining new measures for the qualities of biological, chemical and medical states, 

conditions and processes because new quantifications are offered, such as ‘porosity’ and 

eventually ‘toxicity’. 

  

Stem cells “I can immediately see what’s going on.” A professor 
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Big Business Data – the Challenge of ‘Time is Money’ 

Financial Value: the Company’s Sustainability and Trends for Making and 

Saving Money 
 

It’s not the Size but What You Do with it: ‘Tiny Data’ and Business Value in a ‘Perverse’ Market5 is 

part of “Meaningful Use of Complex Medical Data”. The author presents a new profit paradigm 

based on relationships and standardisation vs modelling and exploration, besides connections 

between doctors, hospitals and nursing homes as well as crosswalks to disparate data.  

 To save money by analysing internal business data in a new way is thus one of the possible 

outcomes of unlocking the power of big business data for any big pharma company. 

Other possible outcomes of unlocking the power of big business data for big pharma are: 

 To identify the areas where to spend less or make more money by analysing internal 

processes.  

To make money from big data analysis means offering new ‘data products’ for external clients:  

 offering ‘smart knowledge portals’ with software as a service 

o selling insights and trends based on deep analysis of Open Data6 

 where the innovation of the above software methods is the basis for  

o gaining insights from seeing more depth, detail and perspectives 

o analysing trends over different time frames  

 in a ‘perverse’ market, we now have to ‘outsmart’ the competition with smart software tools 

to ‘do better’ with more and more data  

o e.g. gather insights and trends from Open as well as proprietary data. 

Further possible outcomes are improving quality control of drug production – with ‘software in a 

chip’ to automate high throughput analysis of microscopic images and ensure selecting the ‘odd 

ones out’. 

Business Data for Company Intelligence and Financial Value 
‘Business Intelligence’ as a ‘dashboard application’ for analysing multi-dimensional data is a key 

application of the Solver’s proposal. The Seeker has the unique opportunity of making an offer for 

commissioning a company installation based on the screenshots provided by prototype software. 

Very Big Science Data – the Challenge of Outsmarting the Competition 

Value Indicators: Scientific Insights, Clinical Intelligence and the Quality of 

Patients’ Lives 
Measuring the quality of patients’ lives is trivial compared with the scientific insights necessary that 

contribute to drug development and production.  

                                                           
5
 http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what’-you-do-with-it 

6
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_data 

http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what-you-do-with-it
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_data
http://www.slideshare.net/RowdMap/its-not-the-size-but-what'-you-do-with-it
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_data
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Yet the Solver’s proposed tools for advancing drug science with ‘big data science’ offer major 

opportunities for learning from data analysis and visualisation in addition to scientific papers.  

Clinical Data for Medical Intelligence and Big Pharma Value 
Some of the headings in this document can become lists on drop down menus, so that big pharma 

business analysts can discuss with scientists, while ‘singing from the same hymn screens’. Learning 

from the company’s achievements by studying the company’s data across scientific and business 

divisions offers a multi-disciplinary and unified approach that increases the intelligence for 

everybody in the company. Understanding the effects of drugs over short-. medium- and long time 

frames is the medical intelligence derived from clinical data. It serves as the basis for fine tuning 

existing drugs while looking for the next ‘big idea’.  

Big Pharma Data for Scientific and Business Value 

Science matters for Drug Development 
Science for big pharma covers biology, chemistry and medicine as domains, with data describing 

processes over time in these different areas. Putting data and images together from different 

domains or disciplines is the great opportunity offered by ‘big data’ in general and its analysis and 

investigation with the Solver’s innovation.  

Biological Data for understanding Cell Processes 

The basis for biological data are cells whose processes still require a lot of understanding, just as the 

interactions between chemical elements and high energy particles with space. Gene expression, 

next-generation DNA sequence data, proteomics and metabolomics are the bread and butter of big 

pharma scientists. By using the Solver’s method to re-visualise and analyse images at nanoscale and 

below, they can all be raised to a higher level of conceptual thinking as well as deeper level of 

analytical understanding – besides the added bonus of quantifications for measuring change and 

quantifying other comparisons.  

Medical Data for understanding Patients’ Lives 
 

 
 

Red and white blood cells “You are taking the noise out of the data.” A professor 
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For the ultimate measure of success, electronic health records, longitudinal drug and medical claims 

are the foundation for establishing quality data. At the same time, listening to and watching patient 

networks on social media offers a new world for assessing the effects and usefulness of drugs and 

for providing results as ‘data products’. In this way, the Seeker can become an ethical market leader 

by ‘listening to patients’ before their doctor does. For in the internet age, ethics is becoming as 

important as peer learning for self-determined health.  

Taking stock of company data for a strategic approach to making sense and creating value is 

distinctly the first and foremost step necessary for the Seeker. The purpose is to fine tune existing 

company processes and to shift emphasis from analysing quantity to quantifying quality in terms of 

drug production, scientific and clinical research as well as company processes.  

Clinical Data for understanding Health Outcomes  

The gold dust in the Seeker’s data cloud is obviously the clinical data that, hopefully, describes 

successes in convincing and quantitative terms. To derive health outcomes such that patients can 

contribute online is one development that can easily be anticipated. To define health outcomes such 

that they become standardised measures is another potential that does not need to be speculation 

any more. And to turn health outcomes of past clinical data into templates for future more 

streamlined and efficient methods of gathering data is part of the learning and decision making that 

becomes possible from looking at big data not just with fresh eyes but ‘augmented’ by the Solver’s 

‘software lenses’. 

Money matters for Company Development 
To compare income from drug sales with expenditure for drug production, research and marketing is 

trivial, compared to making strategic decisions regarding drug development. However, the Solver’s 

invention of producing future business projections from past financial trends will add new bases for 

consideration by management in both arenas.  

Size matters: Big and Very Big, Small and Tiny Data 

The ‘Big Data’ Problem and the big ‘Data Problem’ 
Too much data is as confusing as too much information. What we want is making sense, getting 

meaning and opportunities of interpretations so that Executives can make best possible decisions:  

 scientists regarding production, i.e. standards for quality control;  

 researchers regarding experiments, i.e. health outcomes as the measures of the quality of 

patients’ lives; 

 managers regarding marketing, i.e. bottom lines for profits and sustainability. 

Past data production offers big pharma the opportunity to re-study and re-analyse on screen what 

has taken years of research in labs. Computing with the right software tools allows for turning 

quantitative data into qualitative analysis to create results on higher conceptual levels. Just as 

executive summaries explain many pages of text in a paragraph, so do bottom lines distil years of 

financial activities in numerical data.  
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Big market data turns large quantities of texts and digital footprints about consumer behaviour into 

numbers. To turn the complexity of scientific and medical data underlying big pharma into results 

that reflect the quality of health outcomes and patients’ lives can, according to the Solver’s opinion, 

best be achieved by his numerical approach to analysing images.   

For the Solver’s tool offers the opportunity for analysing microscopic images of drugs, medical, 

biological and chemical processes such that large quantities can be scanned for  

 time-dependent changes in cells and molecules; 

 drug-dependent changes in patients’ health; 

 money-dependent changes in the company’s financial performance.  

Big Data for Business Value Extraction  
‘Business Intelligence’ is the buzz word in big data circles. For we try to make sense of any complex 

system. Images reduce 1,000 words to one message. Financial data reduces the numbers produced 

by every financial transaction to a few bottom lines.  

Similarly, the Solver’s multi-dimensional layering method can be combined with his forecasting 

method. A new kind of business intelligence can therefore reduce a lot of financial data about 

marketing and research over reasonable lengths of time such that short-, medium- and long-term 

trends offer ‘big pictures’ on screen.  

As a consequence, far better informed decisions can be made regarding the quality of the company’s 

activities in its three main areas: drug development, production and marketing.  

Very Big Data for Science Value Extraction 
In Geneva and Venice, the Human Brain Project has begun the Era of Very Big Data7. This is not 

surprising, as Geneva houses the biggest machine built in Europe to understand what happens at the 

smallest of physical scale.  

Big Pharma also has accumulated very big amounts of data. But only computer scientists have the 

overview. Who bridges the different departments that contribute to the ‘clouds’ of files? Generally 

the technician who is interested in storage capacity and speed of access, but not the meaning or 

value of the data.  

Everybody who wants to extract meaning from either business or scientific data becomes a ‘data 

scientist’ and will be interested in software tools that aid in deepening knowledge and its 

management. The Solver has developed mathematical concepts for data science that are 

comparable to providing an operating system for a range of software tools.   

In terms of ‘data science’, the Solver’s software methods reduce ‘very big data’, only processable 

with the speed of machines, to ‘data intelligence’ for human interpretation and understanding. The 

Solver’s ‘software lenses’ are for ‘data scientists’ what microscopes are for all big pharma scientists: 

tools for investigation and measurement. As ‘datascopes’ they offer new ‘screen perspectives’.  

                                                           
7
 http://library2.epfl.ch/page-90988-en.html 

http://library2.epfl.ch/page-90988-en.html
http://library2.epfl.ch/page-90988-en.html
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Small Data8 for Human Computer Interaction 
“Small data is the amount of data you can conveniently store and process on a single machine, and in 

particular, a high-end laptop or server9”. 

Small data is thus for humans what the capacity of a storage medium is for a computer: the amount 

that is possible to process within its limitations. To comprehend better what we do, what nature 

does and how we best interact with each other, becomes possible by seeing new kinds of 

screenshots that are understood at a glance:  

 they reduce dimensions  visually, by layering dimensions into vertical slices; 

 they offer new quantifications for new kinds of comparisons, e.g. the cancerousness of cells; 

 that show conventional images with more depth, detail and perspective – in new light and 

colours – for new insights, as demonstrated by the professor who looked at stem cells.  

Tiny Data for Human Intelligence and Decision Making 
Turning Big data into tiny data: constant-size corsets for k-means, PCA and projective clustering10 is a 

paper that illustrates the conventional paradigm of mathematics that has led to conventional 

approaches to data science. The authors use Matlab as the conventional software tool, while the 

Solver is aware of the underlying differences regarding mathematical spaces and transformations.  

For the Solver’s approach is based on new mathematical concepts that have turned the curse of 

dimensionality into the blessing of layering multi-dimensional data. The Solver reduces complex 

dimensionality into ‘visual 3D’ and ‘metric 3D’. The outcome is ‘data intelligence’ as the numerical 

reduction from very big data sets.  

The reduction consists not of a single formula, but of screenshots for ‘obvious’ and immediate 

insights and new numerical values to monitor progress.  

Scale matters: Combining clinical trials and direct observation  

Improve current therapies and medicines  
Only medical experts and specialists will be able to come to meaningful conclusions from analysing 

the small and tiny ‘data intelligence’ derived from big pharma data.  

Just as microscopes and telescopes added new tools for investigation, so do the Solver’s ‘software 

lenses’ offer the instrument with which to overlay and compare data from clinical trials and direct 

observation to determine ways for going forward as a company.  

Catalyze identification of new ones. 
At this juncture in business and science, it is the Solver’s contention that the hunt for newness is not 

nearly as important as the re-evaluation of existing data sets - the ‘big memory’ of valuable research.  

                                                           
8
 http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2013/apr/25/forget-big-data-small-data-revolution 

9
 http://blog.okfn.org/2013/04/26/what-do-we-mean-by-small-data/ 

10
 http://people.csail.mit.edu/dannyf/subspace.pdf 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2013/apr/25/forget-big-data-small-data-revolution
http://people.csail.mit.edu/dannyf/subspace.pdf
http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2013/apr/25/forget-big-data-small-data-revolution
http://blog.okfn.org/2013/04/26/what-do-we-mean-by-small-data/
http://people.csail.mit.edu/dannyf/subspace.pdf
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To catalyze the identification of parameters for fine tuning and the variables for improving 

effectiveness is suggested as an avenue of research into the company’s assets rather than a hungry 

search for yet another therapy or medicine.  

Re-selling a drug with more confidence based on better evaluation of more statistics is bound to be 

not only a money-saving exercise but also quality marketing, besides possibly a confidence booster 

for shareholders.  

Collaboration partners 
Partners for collaboration would thus develop from users of the Solver’s software platform, as user 

groups and communities form out of excitement over a tool with which to ‘do more’ and ‘gain more’ 

in terms of insight, understanding and intelligence.  

Impressive examples 

So far, the Solver has been challenged to pick mammographs with growths and x-rays with hairline 

fractures from millions of x-rays but was not commissioned due to normal European risk aversion. 

He has now written the specification for identifying and counting cancer cells. The challenge to 

compete with human volunteers who are invited to analyse real life cancer data is considered to be 

the ultimate ‘proof of theory’ of highly abstract constructs that do, however, unite the science and 

business activities of any big pharma company.  

Pharmaceutical application areas of specific interest 

High-throughput screening 

This is the application area recognised by a former director of Glaxo Smith Kline many years ago. But 

while industry is hunting for innovation and big ideas, it is not necessarily willing to buy it. Should the 

Seeker now be in a position to commission the Solver’s image analysis software for high throughput 

screening, it might be obvious to some that it could become the ‘pathway to gazillions’ of not only 

dollars but, above all, insights, gained from combining the best of both worlds:  

 the human expertise of recognising patterns and differences 

 the computers’ capacity of crunching and comparing numbers.  

Time matters: Clinical trial design and management  
All past data describing tests of candidate drugs in humans leads to market surveillance as a rich 

source of data. Learning from the past to plan for future activities that are more productive, 

effective and efficient, is the new kind of ‘data school’ that big pharma can offer the digitally native 

generation that is used to ‘learning by doing’.  

Current potential and future outlook 
This challenge is a clear expression of the notion that change is necessary and needs to occur for 

both business and science. The question is how? Especially if the Seeker is part of the ‘too big to fail’ 

list of companies, ‘industry representative’ change has to take place in the minds of management 
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and scientists.  

Nowadays, this kind of change occurs thanks to the internet. When the next ‘big idea’ comes along 

as a ‘must have’, everybody follows: whether it’s getting a browser, a website or registering on 

LinkedIn.  

With respect to implementing the Solver’s generic solutions for the benefits of big pharma, he must 

ask whether the Seeker is willing to become an industry ‘data and solution leader’ or follower.  

Drug discovery and development to marketing, VA services, pharmacovigilance 

An announcement that an old reliable drug is being reproduced because of better in-depth analysis 

of past data will please shareholders more than a press release about launching new clinical trials.  

Drug discoveries can now be made through ‘data discoveries’: from virtual research and on-screen 

analysis of past and open data, provided by government, with new tools of investigation, evaluation 

and comparison.  

Drug safety can even better be quantified by improved data research thanks to improved image 

analysis, especially of blood cells and what they can tell us about changes in health conditions.  

Expected breakthroughs in the next 2-5 years  
Given the Solver’s unique invention, its availability in the market is expected to make a major 

impact, also because he is part of IBM’s Global Entrepreneur program.  

Recommendation of sweet spot opportunities 

Sweet data spots will be found by  

 widening the focus of ‘software lenses’ to embrace data from different origins; 

 producing new images from lab research and patient records to monitor health by 

monitoring critical cell processes at critical times; 

 creating new ‘health tools’ by embedding smart software in a chip; 

 launching new ‘data products’, particularly by focussing on  

o comparing peaks, troughs and averages of concurrent data sets over time  

o visualising short-, medium- and long-term developments. 

As soon as the quantum leap of a company installation is made, a platform is created for incremental 

changes and innovations from ‘data (r)evolutions’ through ‘data intelligence’. This is the’ iSpot’ of 

opportunity. 

‘Big data’ is dead. What’s next? 
 Smarter decisions based on better data analysis; 

 Aha, Wow and Eureka from new kinds of screenshots; 
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 Daily adjustments to short-, medium and long-term developments and trend predictions.  

Life after Big Data11 

Increasing sophistication in the storage, processing, and use of data means we’re probably not going 

to see a single term replacing big data. Instead, we’ll see the most common use cases, adopting 

terminology more restrictive and more descriptive. Welcome to the post-big data era! It’s going to 

be one hell of a ride. 

The Data Governance Imperative12 

“Attention to corporate information has never been more important than now.  

The ability to generate accurate business intelligence, accurate financial reports and to understand 

your business relies on better processes and personal commitment to clean data. Every byte of data 

that resides inside your company, and some that resides outside its walls, has the potential to make 

you stronger by giving you the agility, speed and intelligence that none of your competitors yet have.  

Data governance is the term given to changing the hearts and minds of your company to see the 

value of such information quality. "The Data Governance Imperative" is a business person's view of 

data governance. This practical book covers both strategies and tactics around managing a data 

governance initiative.  

The author, Steve Sarsfield, works for a major enterprise software company and is a leading expert in 

data quality and data governance, focusing on the business perspectives that are important to data 

champions, front-office employees, and executives.” 

‘Data quality’ is the basis for ‘quality intelligence’ derived from ‘intelligent data’. It is hoped that the 

Seeker appreciates ‘data science’ is a domain that lends itself to using the Solver’s ‘software lenses’ 

not only as a disruptive technology, but also as an instrument of investigation that increases the 

intelligence in the spirit of Humboldtian science13, as formulated in Wikipedia:  

Alexander von Humboldt14 thought an approach to science was needed that could account for the 

harmony of nature among the diversity of the physical world. For Humboldt, "the unity of nature" 

meant that it was the interrelation of all physical sciences—such as the conjoining between biology, 

meteorology and geology—that determined where specific plants grew. He found these relationships 

by unravelling myriad, painstakingly collected data,[7] data extensive enough that it became an 

enduring foundation upon which others could base their work.  

Humboldt viewed nature holistically, and tried to explain natural phenomena without the appeal to 

religious dogma. He believed in the central importance of observation, and as a consequence had 

amassed a vast array of the most sophisticated scientific instruments then available. Each had its 

own velvet lined box and was the most accurate and portable of its time; nothing quantifiable 

escaped measurement. According to Humboldt, everything should be measured with the finest and 

most modern instruments and sophisticated techniques available, for it was that collected data was 

                                                           
11

 http://venturebeat.com/2013/02/22/big-data-is-dead-whats-next/#17j7a1V0xBhRYQZ0.99 
12

 http://www.amazon.com/Data-Governance-Imperative-Steve-Sarsfield/dp/1849280126 
13

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_von_Humboldt#Humboldtian_science 
14

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_von_Humboldt 
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the basis of all scientific understanding. This quantitative methodology would become known as 

"Humboldtian science."  

Humboldt wrote "Nature herself is sublimely eloquent. The stars as they sparkle in firmament fill us 

with delight and ecstasy, and yet they all move in orbit marked out with mathematical precision."[8] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_von_Humboldt#cite_note-8

